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Plastics and rubber productions worldwide have a reduced resistance to degradation, as thus, the products would therefore fail to reach the technical standards when compared to new ones.

The treatment of plastic waste comprises fragmentation, sizing, sorting, washing and drying, agglomeration, and granulation; on the other hand, rubber waste is unsuitable for deposition at landfill sites because of poor compressibility, resilient surfaces, extremely long rotting time, and forming of cavities with air inclusion. Recycled rubber waste could be crushed into particles with different sizes and subsequently, using them as aggregate in cement mortar and concrete. It is a well-established fact that introduction of rubber to concrete can cause a decline in concrete strength.

The journal of Plastics and Rubber Advances will strive to bring new quality information on plastics and rubber, the journal will be an attractive possibility for scientists to publish their work. As you know, the Journal for Plastics and Rubber Advances is an Open Access Journal focused on publishing peer-reviewed papers and conference proceedings, with the priority of their fast dissemination. It offers a single place where your work can be hosted, and accessed by the worldwide researchers.

Articles are accepted for publication in this Journal on the basis of some requirements. First of all, their scopes must suit those of Plastics and Rubber Advances. Moreover, it is required they meet the high PAGEPress formal and scientific standards, including the assurance that all papers are original, and have not been published elsewhere.